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The Newsletter 
President’s Report 

So this is our last issue for 2015.  Full colour – haven't 
we come a long way? 

It seems very strange to be writing this in 
September, in order to meet the printing deadline, 
however; I wish all of  our members, wherever they 
be, a Very Happy Holiday period. And a Very Happy 
and Healthy New Year. Irrespective of  what religion 
or customs you observe. The greeting goes out to you 
all, for we are a like– minded fraternity, Aerophilately, 
in all its forms and disciplines, bonding us together. 

On the subject of  disciplines. It has come to our 
attention (through the back door) that FIP (Federa-
tion International Philatelic) are proposing changes to 
the rules in respect of  Aerophilately. It seems these 
were discussed at the 2014 FIP Conference. This will 
only affect our members who display their choice ma-
terial in National and International Exhibitions. I use 
the term “proposing”, as no ratification date has 
been published (as I write) on the FIP website. 

These changes were not advised to us officially, 
from either FISA (Federation International Societies 
Aerophilatelic/Astrophilatelic), or the ABPS (Associ-
ation of  British Philatelic Societies). We are currently 
paid up members of  both.  It therefore begs the ques-
tion – why not, and why were the Aerophilatelic Soci-
eties not consulted for their feedback? Incidentally, 
two of  our members who are on the Board of  FISA, 
were also left in the dark. It is known that ABPS were 
aware of  the forthcoming changes. 

We have had a “roller–coaster” ride year. On the 
upside was the very successful joint visit in April with 
the CAeF, the French Airmail Society (see report 
elsewhere in this issue). We are currently investigating 
and working on a return match, possibly a little more 
International, this time in UK, hopefully next 
September. 

Another upside was the successful hosting of  the 
fifth Pillage Trophy Competition in May. We didn't 
win, as previously reported, but we had a good time.  
And all contestants provided excellent displays. 

On the downside, 2015 has been “open season” 
on BAMS.  (I don't believe that the US Conservation 
Department issued any hunting stamps for that par-
ticular purpose). Surely BAMS, has a right to run its 
own business the way our Committee decides?  We 
call it democracy. Other Societies, and individuals, 
may not agree with our decisions. Okay, I respect that.  
But is it really necessary to publicly attack another 
aerophilatelic organisation or individual? For the sake 
of  what? 2015 is soon to be over, let us all go forward 
into 2016 with the “Good Will to all Men” spirit. 

Merry Christmas, success in your searches. 
Bill 

  

❆❆❆❆❆❆❆❆❆❆ 

From the Editor 

First and foremost, a big thank you to all those 
who made a contribution to this issue of  Air Mail 
News. It was nice to receive a short article from not 
only a new contributor, but a recently joined member 
Dr Simon Iredale. 

Autumn is once again upon us, and the club scene 
is in full flow. I recently attended a meeting of  the 
Hereford and Mid Wales Philatelic Society where our 
member John Wilson gave an outstanding display of  
LATI and non–LATI airmail covers entitled ‘Flying 
down to Rio’. Of  particular interest was a number of  
covers carried by LATI to South America and then 
northwards to the US, thereby avoiding the censors in 

Bermuda, and clearly showing the collusion between 
Germany and the industrial US, prior to the Japanese 
attack on Pearl Harbor, particularly through third par-
ty banks in Switzerland (see article below). Coinciden-
tally, the following week the Worcester Stamp and 
Postcard Society were entertained with another out-
standing display of  aerophilatelic material ‘Military Air 
Mail Letter Cards of  WWII’. Aerophilately would 
seem to be on the up, both these displays were first 
such evening meetings for a very long time. 

In his Letter to the Editor, Copyright and Reproduc-
tions, (August 2015, vol 58, no 203) Richard Saundry 
writes: “As Editor, I was very keen not to accept arti-
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cles that I knew were also being published simultane-
ously elsewhere …”. I cannot disagree with him on 
this point, but to deny reprinting of  previously pub-
lished articles presupposes the ready availability of  
original material, something that has frequently not 
been the case in my time as editor (I accept Richard 
did not precisely say this). But it does bring me to my 
perennial plea for more material. I know I can rely 
upon a small band of  very loyal members, who I can-
not thank enough. However, I would like to build up 
a small bank of  material for my successor who I hope 
will be in post by the 2016 Annual General Meeting. 

At the SINGAPORE 2015 World Stamp Exhibi-
tion Derek Pillage entered his exhibit ‘The French 

Connection 1919 to 1933’ for which he received the 
award of  a Large Vermeil. Congratulation, Derek. 

Peter Lister asked me to draw your attention to 
the Subscription Renewal Notice on the inner page of  
the back cover. He would very much appreciate 
prompt payment. This is the only notification, there 
will not be any separate form, thus saving ivaluable 
funds. Please photocopy or scan. 

Allow me join the President in wishing you all a 
Merry Christmas, and a Prosperous Year of  collecting 
in 2016. 

❆❆❆❆❆❆❆❆❆❆ 

Letters to the Editor 

Competitive Exhibiting 

I would like to offer three points of  view about Grahame Cosh's surprising, but nevertheless depressing letter 
concerning marking standards at London 2015 Europhilex.  I do, of  course, have the greatest sympathy with Gra-
hame's acute disappointment in not receiving the award which he believed  his excellent exhibit of  "German 
Aerophilately 1888–1938" deserved. I was highly delighted with the award I received for my 5–frame exhibit in the 
Aerophilately section. I also spent a great deal of  time reading, examining and learning from all the exhibits in the 
Aerophilately competition.   I accordingly  read through Grahame's exhibit which I found highly  instructive. We 
have all been highly disappointed from time to time with awards given to our individual exhibits and occasionally, 
though rarely thankfully, judges sometimes show the most appalling ignorance. I trust however that Grahame will 
accept the comments I offer below from a sympathetic co–exhibitor in the spirit it is intended. 

First I have to disagree with Grahame's assertion that the UK marking bears no relationship to the rest of  the 
world.  As far as I am aware the whole exhibition was judged by a panel of  judges recruited from all over Europe.  
The exhibits were judged using FIP schedules and standards, so I believe in no way should anyone draw compari-
son between judging at London 2015 and the rest of  the world. For those of  us who have in the past been fortu-
nate enough to have attended judging courses in the UK, organised by the British Philatelic Trust,  it was always 
made clear that the schedules used in these judging seminars fitted into the international scheme of  things.  I just 
don't believe that judging standards used in the UK vary from those used elsewhere.   Certainly there is no sense 
of  superiority involved. 

My second point is simply this. Judging of  philatelic exhibits is not an exact science.   All exhibitors should 
recognise this.  Judges are also human and like the rest of  us have foibles and failings.  Qualified judges will obvi-
ously know a great deal about the subject but it is not to be expected that they are the truly expert in the narrow 
area your exhibit is comprised of  – it is you, the exhibitor who is the expert in that particular field. Speaking as a 
qualified judge at local and federation level, I have from time to to time come across exhibits in my own peculiar 
collecting area and have found errors or misrepresentation of  facts which I knew were wrong.   What do you do?  
You assess the exhibit in the round, give it the award it obviously deserves, then subsequently and privately tell the 
exhibitor the concerns you have noticed. Hopefully the lesson will be learned and the errors of  fact you have 
found will be corrected in future exhibits by that exhibitor. 

Judges are trained to reach a common standard.   It follows therefore if  you exhibit here in the UK, in the 
USA, or in Outer Mongolia, if  the exhibitions are FIP–sponsored, you should expect the same award. But that is 
only in an ideal world.  It is my theory that if, hypothetically, you could give, say, 100 qualified judges an exhibit to 
evaluate they would, or should, all award marks that would not vary more than 3 points from the average.   Now, 
say, the average was 87 points and the "true" award was a Large Vermeil, then it would be honestly possible for 
one judge to award that exhibit only 84 points (Vermeil), whereas another individual judge rather optimistically 
gave the same exhibit 90 points (Gold). The problem here is that in the highly rarified atmosphere of  international 
competitions, the points differences between the different awards is scarily small.  If  an exhibitor does not under-
stand and be prepared to accept this, perhaps he or she should not be entering competitions.  Judges are all intrin-
sically honest but they are only human.  You should be prepared to accept the knocks as well as the plaudits. 
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With my third and last point I am on less than certain ground.   At one time, I believe, that if  an exhibit was 
judged a certain standard and looking at the track record for that exhibit it had not been improved for some time, 
it behoved the judges to down–grade that exhibit by one award level.   The idea here was to deter collectors with 
deep pockets putting the same gold–medal winning exhibit in exhibition after exhibition and just automatically 
mowing up the golds.  By deliberately downgrading awards, this was designed to provide necessary encouragement 
to improve exhibits.   I don't know if  this system still operates, but I wonder if  some exhibitors receiving lower 
than expected awards might still be the recipients of  this strategy.  If  this happens to you, you should speak to the 
judges.   You can learn a lot from them.   Furthermore your National Commissioner should be alerted to lower 
than  expected awards and take his  concerns both  to the juries and to the exhibitors. After all, that is one of  
the functions of  a Commissioner. 

My plea is that Grahame will reconsider his position.  To receive a much lower award than expected is galling, 
but you have to remember it is only a hobby that we all share.  I fervently hope that we will continue to see Gra-
hame exhibiting successfully in future exhibitions. 

Richard Saundry. 

Old Friends – Don Holmes 

I received the following from Ken Sanford, who felt many of you who know Don as a friend would like 
read the following he received recently from his wife Lesley. Editor 

Dear Friends;  
I’m writing on behalf  of  Donald, whose advancing dementia means that writing is a bit difficult although he 

still enjoys hearing from friends.   Some of  you will know and others not that   we have had to move back to the 
UK so that he can at least receive care in his own language!  Our present address is in Norfolk, as follows: 
33 Northwell Place, North Pool Rd, SWAFFHAM  PE37 7HH    e–mail: lesley43margaret@gmail.com 
Thanks for staying in touch  please pass on the info to anyone who might like to know 

Lesley Holmes 

❆❆❆❆❆❆❆❆❆❆ 

Society News 

Visit to Normandy 

12th to 15th April 2015 

Very early on Sunday 12th April, a quartet of  BAMS members (Josh Spoor, Bill Trower, Julian van Beveren and Richard 
Saundry), together with one supporter (Beth Saundry) met at the Brittany Ferries terminal at Portsmouth Harbour to em-
bark on the morning ferry to Caen–Ouistreham, Normandy.  This was the long awaited reciprocal joint meeting of  BAMS 
with our French sister association, the Cercle Aerophilatique Francaise, (CAF). It was unfortunate that Derrick Pillage and 
his wife, Sally, could not accompany us on this occasion due to Derrick’s recent stay in hospital.  We hope and trust that 
Derrick will soon be restored to full health and able to participate in future Anglo–French exchange visits.  Earlier, mem-
bers of  CAF had been entertained by the South Coast Group with a visit organised by Josh to Shoreham Airport. 

Members of  BAMS who had decided to give this trip a miss passed up the opportunity to indulge in a fantastic visit to 
neighbouring Normandy, where CAF, led by their President, Dominique Petit laid on a superbly organised and intriguing 
programme that royally entertained not only the cognoscienti of  the air mail collecting fraternity, but also our non–collect-
ing lady supporters.  Everything was organised to a tee and went off  without a hitch.  Even the weather was in our favour: 
the crossings in both directions took place across a virtual mill–pond of  a glassy sea, and the sun shone down on us each 
and every one the four days we were away from England. 

Our small BAMS party was met off  the ferry at Caen by three members of  CAF (Dominique, Jean–Daniel Ayache 
and Guy Vandenbulcke) who quickly drove us some 30 miles to our hotel at the ancient farm, “La Ranconniere”.  Later, after 
meeting with the rest of  the CAF party that included Mme. Fabienne Petit, Mme. Anne–Marie Vandenbulcke, Mme. Ay-
ache, Gerard Collot, Robert Marion, Jacques Renaud, Jacques Bot (Netherlands) and M.& Mme. Stefan Bruylants 
(Belgium), and having spent a good hour sitting in the sun sampling the local beverages, we were taken to the coast about a 
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mile away where we strolled along the promenade, one of  the many sites for the D–Day landings in June 1944. We were in 
fine fettle to indulge in a convivial meal back at our temporary headquarters. 

Monday 13th April was planned as a non–philatelic day with highly organised visits to the sites of  the D–Day landings.  
I know that an aerophilatelic magazine is not the place to describe in detail what so easily could become a travelogue, but 
this was an important part of  our visit, and all credit to CAF for arranging the programme.  We were driven into Caen to 
the Memorial Museum where all the displays are devoted to the Second World War and the Allied invasion of  the Nor-
mandy beaches.  A wonderful lady guide led us for more than an hour through the exhibits, ending with a D–Day film.  
Subsequently, after lunch in the museum we went to see the beachhead at “Pointe du Hoc”, then the US Cemetery at 
Colleville.  And for those who have never been to Normandy I have to tell you the sight of  so many graves of  the fallen 
soldiers was very, very moving.  We concluded the formal part of  the day’s proceedings by attending a showing of  the D–
Day film in the Arromanches circular cinema. Finally it was back to “La Ranconniere” and another wonderful dinner, before 
retiring tired, but happy after our day’s exertions. 

Tuesday 14th April was largely devoted to aerophilately.  We first repaired to the America–Gold Museum in nearby 
Ver–sur–Mer.  The exhibits on show at this small museum related to two important local events of  the 20th–Century: (a) 
Ver–sur–Mer is only just inland from Gold Beach, one of  the destinations for the successful Allied invasion of  Normany 
on D–Day, and (b) it was in the sea at Ver–sur–Mer that one of  the pioneer airmail–carrying non–stop west–east crossings 
of  the North Atlantic from the United States arrived in France.  The curator, whose life mission seemingly was to form this 
museum almost single handed, gave us a conducted tour.  His personal reminiscences of  the D–Day landings in 1944 when 
he was just a young boy, and his first hand account of  the preliminary bombardment from Allied warships of  the German 
positions before the initial assaults, were absolutely fascinating: even his family home was entirely destroyed during the initial 
bombardment.  The museum was crammed full with memorabilia relating to the landing and fighting around this village.  

But what possibly enthralled us more, was the collection of  memorabilia surrounding the arrival/ditching of  Com-
mander Richard E. Byrd’s Fokker F.VII “America” which had to put down in the sea just offshore from Ver–sur–Mer at 
2.30am on 1st July 1927, after having departed from Roosevelt Field, New York on 29th June, flying via Newfoundland, 
Brest and Rennes.  The radio had failed and the crew of  four (Cdr. Byrd, A. Acosta co–pilot, Lt. Balchem and Lt. Bert ) did 
not know for sure where they were, and running short of  fuel, elected to ditch in the sea close to the shore.  The aircraft 
was destroyed but the mail bags after having been immersed were recovered.  Many of  the covers, franked US 5 cents, had 
their stamps washed off.  On one table in the middle of  the room were a diverse assortment of  covers flown this pioneer 
flight.  Our guide, however, ruefully admitted these were all facsimiles of  the originals.  He said when the museum first 
opened he had the original covers on display, but there were so many attempts by unscrupulous collectors to steal them, he 
had, perforce, to make photocopies and keep the originals safe and secure elsewhere within the museum.  It is so sad that all 
over the world our hobby is plagued by those with criminal tendencies!  There were local newspaper cuttings, photographs 
of  the four aviators resting in the Mayor’s house after their rescue from the sea, exerpts from newspapers all over the world, 
even pictures of  the local postal officials drying out the recovered letters.   

We could probably have spent the rest of  the day looking at these displays, but at this point the ladies left us to visit 
Honfleur, where they seemingly had a wonderful time. Meanwhile the aerophilatelically minded gentlemen, after first in-
dulging in a lunch of  fish and chips at a nearby café, repaired back to the lecture theatre in the America–Gold Museum.  All 
presentations were given using power–point, which worked very well.  The presentations comprised : 

(1) “In the Skies of  Sussex”, by Josh Spoor, (40mins). a fascinating array of  covers flown to, through, and 
from Shoreham Airport. 
(2) “First Airmails of  Uruguay” by Derrick Pillage. (20mins.) Although Derrick could not be present on this 
occasion, he had loaned us part of  his gold–medal winning collection, both the original material and related 
power–point slide presentation. 
(3) “Pan America Airways accelerated Transatlantic Mail “The Marseilles Connection”” by Bill Trower. 
(20mins.) Bill had conducted a survey of  the colours and types of  first flight cachets used in Marseilles for the re-
turn first flight FAM–18 to New York.  His survey seemed to corroborate the listing found in the American Air 
Mail Society Catalogue. 
(4) “Royal Naval Air Service to their HQ in London from their station at Vendome during the First 
World War” by Julian van Beveren. (30mins) Julian had a massive collection of  cards and covers sent back to 
England, a collection greatly appreciated at this time when we remember the Centenary of  the First World War.  
(5) “China Space Covers” by Stefan Bruylants, (20 mins.)  By the end of  this presentation Stefan had made 
each and everyone in his audience virtual experts at reading Chinese datestamps, and we now know how to recog-
nise authentic flown Chinese space covers. 
(6) “Pre–war Bulgarian Air Mails” by Richard Saundry, (10 mins.).  A short presentation of  the air mails of  
this under–appreciated European country. 
(7) “Rallye Monaco 1914” by Gerard Collot, (10 mins.) Again, a much too short period of  time was allowed to 
fully appreciate this unusual collecting area. 
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At this point, with allotted the time schedule running against us, we had to leave post–haste for Bayeux where we were 
scheduled t meet up with the ladies in the Cathedral so that we could together visit the Bayeux Tapestry.  Following this, we 
adjourned to the Restaurant La Rapiere where another sumptuous feast was laid before us, on this occasion also comprising a 
toast given in our honour by CAF President Dominique Petit, and reply with more toasting from BAMS President Bill 
Trower . 

After a very early start (6.45am) in the morning on Wednesday, the British visitors were driven back to Caen–Ouistre-
ham in good time to connect with our return voyage to Portsmouth.  Our sincere thanks to our gracious hosts.  CAF 
members had really gone the “extra mile” to make our visit to Normany one to savour with pleasure.  It was highly organ-
ised, the programme was devised such that all the visitors whether members of  CAF or BAMS were highly entertained, and 
it was educational.  Our sincere thanks to Dominique Petit and members of  CAF for devising such a wonderful pro-
gramme, and special mention to Josh Spoor, BAMS South Coast Group Convener, for liaising with CAF, and for arranging 
smooth transit together on the voyage both ways.   

What else could we possibly wish for? The problem now is how can BAMS possibly emulate this when we in turn in-
vite CAF back to England? Where can we go, what can we do, how can we organise an event even half  as superb as the 
one we participated in France?  We certainly need to foster these trans–channel relationships. 

Richard Saundry 

❆❆❆❆❆❆❆❆❆❆ 

Events Diary 

For those members who like to plan ahead, perhaps to arrange travel plans or prepare exhibits, the following are a 
selection of  events for the coming months and years.

Regional Meetings  

2015  
Midlands Group 

1st November, Sunday: Conkers, National Forest Centre, Moira, near Swadlincote. 'Nyasaland Airmails' by 
Tony Plumbe. Contact Laurence Kimpton, 01564 771851, l.j.kimpton@macunlimit-
ed.net, if  you wish to attend. 

South Coast Group 

21st November: Saturday end of  season meeting: Talk/displays TBA 

British Air Mail Society 
2015 
7th November: THIS MEETING IS CANCELLED. 

2016 
13th February Joint meeting with the Malay Study Group. “ Far East and Horse–shoe Route Air-

mails”. Venue: Spink, 69 Southampton Row, London WC2. The Study Group’s Hon. 
Sec. wrote: “…we gather at Spink from c12.00hrs, where coffee/tea and biscuits are 
available. Attendees bring their own picnic lunch (there are several supermarkets/
sandwich bars within 3 minute’s walk of  the venue. Displays start at 13.15hrs and 
usually conclude between 16.30 and 16.45hrs. No doubt BAMS has a similar ‘In the 
Pub Afterwards’ as we do. There is a perfectly acceptable wine–bar within 2 minutes 
of  our venue to which a number of  us tend to repair to discuss the day and other 
philatelic matters, BAMS would be very welcome to join us…”.  

4th June: AGM, Royal Philatelic Society, London 
3rd December: Christmas meeting, Royal Philatelic Society commencing at 1000 hours. 

Other 
2016 
17th – 20th February Spring Stampex. Full National Exhibition. With all classes  
11th –12th March Southern England Stamp Show (previously known as Salisbury Stamp Show). The 

Farnborough Leisure Centre, Hampshire GU14 7LD, Opening times: Friday 11th 
March 10:00 – 17:00, Saturday 12th March 10:00 – 16:00

28th May – 4th June: World Stamp Show. Javits Convention Center, New York City, NY, USA 
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14th – 17th September: Autumn Stampex. Full National Exhibition  
King George VI Collectors Society. www.kg6.info 

Details of  Asian and Australasian philatelic events can be found at: Federation of  Inter–Asian Philately, <http://
www.asiaphilately.com/Calendar.html>  

❈❈❈❈❈❈❈❈❈❈❈ 

Regional Reports 

North West Group 

Report of  the meeting held in Liverpool on Sunday 19th July 2015 

Ten members and one guest attended and apologies were received from Peter Ball and Terry Hare Walker. Follow-
ing the usual morning bourse and lunch members discussed future meetings and decided to try a Saturday rather 
than a Sunday meeting next time. 

The afternoon was given over to Alan Slater and his display of  Nicaraguan Airmails. He began with what was 
intended to be the first Nicaraguan airmail which was never flown as the pilot got lost and damaged his aircraft in 
a forced landing elsewhere. He showed a rare cover from the US Army South American flight which included 
Nicaragua and then the first internal flown cover followed by a range of  covers showing the development of  Pan 
American Airways services including later route developments and service accelerations and included a cover 
signed by Lindbergh and Rowe. 

He showed are mail related to the 1931 Earthquake and explained how the looting of  stamps and led to rural 
stocks being sent to Managua and overprinted to distinguish them from the stolen items. Both mint stamps and 
examples used on cover were shown. He also showed other airmail stamps including ones commemorating rail-
ways as well as explaining the impact of  a further robbery in 1935 which led to stamps being countersigned by 
postmasters to distinguish them from stolen stock. Again rare examples used on cover were shown. He concluded 
his display with covers showing the development of  internal airmail services. 

After Alan had been presented with his certificate all present expressed their appreciation for an excellent dis-
play and thanked the hosts for their hospitality 

Duncan Crewe 

Report of  North West Group meeting Saturday 19th September 2015 

Four members attended the meeting at Mike and Ann Griffith’s house at Brereton Green.  Apologies were re-
ceived from Messrs Plumb, Hyner, Slater, Francis and Buchanan. After the morning bourse and an excellent and 
convivial lunch provided by our hosts the afternoon was given over to members’ displays 

Duncan Crewe showed wartime mail to and from the Dutch East Indies, mainly by the FAM 14 service and 
then a range of  covers to and from Hong Kong by the wartime flights of  CNAC, concluding with a cover de-
tained in the colony until 1945 as a result of  the Japanese invasion 

Brian Lythgoe showed a wide range of  early non airmail material of  French and German Cameroon including 
locally used registered mail and a range of  TPO covers concluding with two such flown in 1938 and 39. 

Laurence Kimpton entertained members with non British acceptances of  mail flown via RAF desert service 
including dispatches from Ireland, Belgium, France, Switzerland Germany and the USA. He also showed publicity 
material for a planned CIDNA service from Paris to Baghdad and covers carried on the Junkers service from 
Berlin 

Mike Griffith brought the display to a close with a range of  covers relating to the Dutch West Indies featuring 
mail carried by Pan American Airways on the FAM 5 and FAM 6 routes as well as a DOX cover and mail carried 
by the Snip after KLM had positioned it there. Amongst the highlights was a cover from the Dutch East Indies 
flown to Amsterdam by the Pelikaan and then on to the West Indies by the Snip 

The afternoon was brought to a close by all expressing their thanks to Mike and Ann for their generous hos-
pitality. 
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Duncan Crewe 
❈❈❈❈❈❈❈❈❈❈❈ 

Additions to the Library 

September 2015 
Books etc 
Ganz, Cheryl M (ed), Every Stamp Tells a Story,  Smithsonian Institution Scholarly Press, 
     Washington DC 2014 
Field, John, The Aerophilatelic History of  Ceylon 1873–1950, photocopy ex Ceylon Study Circle  
      Bulletin no 1. 
Kimpton, Laurence, Airmails Across the Middle East 1918 – 1930, Laurence Kimpton, Solihull 2015 
Malcolm, Donald, Research notes and papers on Ceylon, including The Indo–Ceylon Christmas flight  
     of  1936. 
Malcolm, Donald, Detective Story, or how the mail got from Burma to Athens in October 1932, 
      privately published January 1990 
Malcolm, Donald, The Forth Bridge Centenary, 1890–1990, an account of  the unofficial mail  
     flown courtesy of  Loganair Edinburgh–Belfast and Belfast–Edinburgh, typescript, June 1990 
Scanlan, Hugh, Winged Shell:  Oil Company Aviators 1927–87, Alison Hodge, Penzance 1987 
Vouhsem, H Peter  &  Max Mahr, Geschichte der Tschechoslowakischer Flugpost, Teil 3 Die Flugstrecken  
     in Tschechoslowakei 1923–1938/9,  Bundesarbeitsgemeinschaft Tschechoslawakei, Hamminkeln n.d. 
Auction Catalogues (* = with prices realised) 
Karamitsos 7.2.15, Costas Politis Zeppelin mail to and from Greece, Martello 30.1.15 

❈❈❈❈❈❈❈❈❈❈❈ 

Literature Reviews 

FRENCH AFRICAN AIRMAILS 1932 TO 1940 
Ken Sanford 

An English translation of  Volume 2 of  Lignes Africaines, by Gérard Collot & Alain Cornu, published by John Par-
menter, 23 Jeffreys Road, London, United Kingdom SW4 6QU, 2013. 272 pages, hard cover, A4 (8¼ x 11½) inch 
size. Black & white illustrations.  UK£25.00 (approximately US$42.00) plus UK£9.00 postage to UK & Europe and 
surface to the rest of  the world.  UK£16 (approximately US$27.00) airmail to the rest of  the world 

The original book Lignes Africaines was published in French, and this edition has been translated by John Par-
menter with Colin Spong & John Hammonds.  It as published by the Cercle Aerophilatelique Francais from No-
vember 2007 to March 2011 as supplements to the Bulletin d’Information numbers 44 to 54 with the title “Histoire 
Aerophilatelique des Lignes Africaines”. 

The text covers all the Franco Colonial trial flights in the period 1932 to the outbreak of  World War 2.  It is not a 
list of  all the scheduled commercial flights, but some first flights are included.  There were a variety of  people and 
organisations carrying out these flights: 

• Wealthy individual aviators often competing against each other in setting records for distance and time. 
• Military flights by the French Air Force for the exploration of  French colonies and border surveillance. 
• Trial and maiden flights by commercial airlines to establish routes for future scheduled flights.  These routes 

were established for both commercial and political reasons. 
An early phase of  exploration was made along the Northwest African coast by the Latecoere Airline up to Dakar 

in June 1925 in establishing its route to South America. 

Much of  the exploration of  inland Africa was made somewhat later by both commercial and military flights‒the 
French to Madagascar through Central Africa, Belgium to the Congo and the British to Egypt, East Africa and South 
Africa.  Although the subject is French exploration, mention is made of  connections with other commercial airlines. 

A variety of  French airlines were often ephemeral, and many were later merged into Air Afrique and Air France.  
Some African airlines were indigenous or subsidiaries of  European airlines.  And some European airlines, such as 
British, Italian, Spanish, Portuguese and Belgian, had routes to their African colonies, and mention is made of  some 
of  these and route maps are shown. 

For each flight, the format is: 
• Dates(s) of  the flight, including crashes 
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• Airline/commercial/military/private 
• The aircraft used (if  known) 
• Pilot & crew (if  known) 
• Details of  the flight 
• Covers recorded (all possible dates are not listed) 
• Illustrations of  postmarks & cachets used (full size) 
• Price of  cover in Euros (€) 
• Illustrations of  selected covers (less than full size) 

There are a number of  excellent maps, showing the routes of  the various airlines/operators.  Also included are 
photos of  some of  the aircraft involved. 

Overall, the handbook is very well done and it is a valuable addition to the literature on African Airmails. 

❈❈❈❈❈❈❈❈❈❈❈ 
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WARDROP & COMPANY LIMITED 
Philatelic Insurance Specialists 

The insurance for the serious collector providing 
peace of mind at surprisingly low cost. 

What is covered – Stamps, covers, envelopes, postcards, albums, philatelic literature, stamp boxes, 
and other articles of philatelic or postal history interest. 
Insurance against –All risks of physical loss or damage to property excluding wear, tear, gradual 
deterioration, moth, vermin, and damage or deterioration of any article directly caused while being 
worked upon or undergoing any process. 
Scope of cover – Anywhere UK (subject to prior advice of transits or locations other than the main 
dwelling for sums over £15,000) including postal or accompanied sendings  
Basis of valuation – Market value. 
Cost –Anywhere UK  £3.75 reducing to £3.00 per £1,000    
      for higher sums 
 Normally Bank  £2.50 per £1,000 (30 days withdrawal   
        any one year) 
 Bank only   £1.25 per £1,000 
For a personal quotation and prospectus write to us at the address below, telephone 01376 
563764, or visit our website www.wardrop.co.uk for more information including lots of 
links to other philatelic sites and an online proposal form. 

Wardrop & Co Ltd 
PO Box 772, Coggeshall 

COLCHESTER CO6 1UW 

Authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority  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Peter Lister has requested I draw to your atten-
tion your cooperation in forwarding to him at the 
earliest opportunity material you wish to include 
in the next British Air Mail Society Auction No.9 
the listing for which will be included in the Feb-
ruary issue of Air Mail News.


The Editor

http://www.wardrop.co.uk
http://www.wardrop.co.uk
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The Journal 
Letters to the Editor 

APO Covers ‘Mixed’ Franking 

Hi again, John. 
 It seems we both were partly mistaken. 
 According to The United States Post Office in World War II: 

The original 'free mail' legislation was not intended for correspondence between our servicemen and 
civilians in foreign countries. But during the long months of  training of  United States troops in Eng-
land our American youth made many acquaintances in that country, and after they were deployed in 
North Africa they corresponded frequently with their new friends. Early in 1944 a directive was issued 
in the North African Theater of  Operations to the effect that correspondence up to 2 ounces in 
weight posted by United States Forces in North Africa to civilian addresses in the United Kingdom 
would be accepted free of  postage. Such mail, however, had to be deposited in United States APOs. 
On May 4, 1944 (a month before D–day), the Second Assistant Postmaster General authorized the 
extension of  this free mail privilege for letters to British civilians from United States troops who in 
subsequent months would be deployed in continental Europe. He also granted permission at the same 
time for British troops on the continent to mail letters free that were intended for delivery in the Unit-
ed States (provided such letters did not bear the postmark of  a United States APO). On August 11, 
1944, this privilege was extended to all theaters of  operation in which American troops were engaged. 

Best regards, 
Ken (Lawrence) 

❆❆❆❆❆❆❆❆❆❆ 

Questions and Answers 

QUESTIONS 

Q515: An unassuming Argentine airmail cover dated BUENOS AERIES 25 AGO 39 /13 to Poland  

The cover illustrated below 
which I recently came across 
raised further interest when I 
looked a little closer at the 
circular date stamps. Being a 
recorded letter, the Polish post 
office kindly struck two arrival 
cds of WILNO 1 / –3.IX 39–
8 / *16* on the reverse. Those 
of  us with the merest smatter-
ing of  WW II history will im-
mediately begin to appreciate 
the significance of  this receiv-
ing date, and be asking the 
question, how did this letter 
make it to the doorstep of  
Marja Jozefowiez at this time? It 
is of  course the very date that 
Britain and France honoured 

their treaty with Poland result-
ing in those two countries confirming that, " ... this country is at war with Germany," after Nazi Germany had slammed 
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into Poland along the length of  their western border, with the new form of  a Blitzkrieg attack, bringing to bear the 
full might of  their Wehrmacht and Luftmacht. 
D.L.H.'s  last northbound airmail carrying planes left Buenos Aires for Frankfurt on the 24.8.'39, arriving in Ger-
many on Tuesday 29.08.'39. (Graue/Duggan, DHL S.A. Airmail Service 1934–'39)  
It follows therefore the carrier of  the letter was Air France on flight number 213R on the 29.8.1939 with the Ville de 
Montevideo with Capt. Espitalier, 
making the South Atlantic 
crossing. (Collot/Cornu, Ligne 
Mermoz). According to the 
flight schedules the French in-
bound plane would arrive in 
Paris on Thursday 31st August 
1939, and the date too the post 
from South America would have 
been redirected for O.A.T. dis-
tribution. There was a flight 
connection from Paris to War-
saw, of  course immediately sev-
ered due to the full scale on-
slaught into Poland once it had 
been confirmed, but probably 
not during the early hours of  
Friday morning on 1st Sep-
tember.  
The date of  the attack on Poland 
was a complete unknown, if  not a surprise to all concerned when it came, so is it conceivable that the airmail post 
from France to Warsaw was already on its way in the early hours on the morning of  Friday 1st September 1939 and 
seems to have got through the mayhem taking place on that day? 

Julian  
(Julian van Beveren) 

  
 

Q516: Postal services at Foynes, Ireland 

  The following was received from Des Kent of  Bude, Cornwall regarding covers associated with postal 
services at the Foynes flying boat base in Ireland: 

I understand from an article in my Merchant Navy Radio Officers magazine that the last 
flight from Foynes was on the 22nd October 1945. By any chance has anyone ever seen a cover 
flown via Foynes, with a cancellation on that date. 

Can any member advise if  any covers exist with the dated 22nd October 1945. 
Des Kent 

Secretary, Cornwall Philatelic Federation 
Please forward replies to the Editor, Air Mail News. 

 

Answers 

A513: Registered Cover from Noumea, New Caledonia 

1. From Richard Saundry 
Dear John, 
What an interesting cover Jean–Daniel Ayache has. I don't pretend to be able to sort out all the problems Jean–
Daniel has encountered in trying to unravel the complicated route(s) this World War II cover may have passed 
over, but in the absence of  more authoritative responses to Q 513 you may receive from our better informed 
membership, may I be allowed to offer the following ? 
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Firstly I have to say, in the passing, that to find a cover that has been censored four times is most exceptional.  
Covers censored twice are fairly common, and covers that were thrice censored although not rare are not as 
common, BUT to find a cover censored four times by four different censorship authorities is certainly most 
exceptional, if  not rare.  Have any of  our members encountered any cover that has been censored by five dif-
ferent censorship authorities ? 
I have to bow to the undoubted expertise of  French collector when he tells us that from July 1940, covers sent 
to the French–occupied of  France were refused by the German authorities.  Can Jean–Daniel tell us when this 
policy by the occupying regime was actually put into effect.  The reason I ask this, is that from what I can see 
from the illustration in  Air mail News the cover seems to have arrived at destination.  You will note that the 
cover was seemingly re–addressed in manuscript from 121 Rue Monge in the 5th Arrondisement to 43b (or 
could it be 4313' or 2102 B?) in the 11th Arrondisement in Paris.  Thus I believe the cover was delivered in 
Paris.  You will also note on the back of  the envelope under the two overlapping anonymous German 
Wehrmacht censorship hand stamps, there is a very faint circular postmark which with the aid of  a magnifying 
glass I believe reads "....ARIS... " which I suggest might be Paris!  I suggest the cover arrived before the Ger-
mans placed into effect their policy of  refusing covers addressed to occupied France, but was then subsequent-
ly returned to sender in Noumea, New Caledonia by surface means, arriving there c. 16 October 1941.  The 
explanatory two line postal marking "RETOUR A ENVOYEUR. ...." is French, so I leave it up to the experts 
to decide whether or not it really was refused in France.  Certainly the boxed magenta "UNDELIVERABLE 
RETURN TO SENDER" is American, note it is under the New York censor tape.  As to where the Germans 
censored the letter I offer no firm ideas.  If  I am correct in my assumption that the cover arrived in Paris I as-
sume it was censored by the Germans there.   But of  course there is an outside chance it was censored en route 
in Madrid.   
So far so good, and we have to believe the cover was returned by surface means during 1941 via the then neu-
tral USA.  On arrival back in Noumea the original sender had moved to Indo–China and the letter was now 
forwarded by surface means.  How far did it get?  Well it was in Australia if  we accept the implausible Sydney 
date stamp 39 December 1941.  I hazard the guess the cover was never forwarded beyond Australia to Indo–
China since as all historians are too willing to point out as of  7 December 1941 the USA found itself  at war 
with the Axis powers, the Pacific was no longer safe to traverse.  I guess the Sydney date stamp was applied 29 
December. The letter may have been diverted to Australia on outbreak of  hostilities. Being at war, Australian 
now opened and censored the contents of  the cover.  Somehow the cover was returned by surface means back 
towards New Caledonia via the USA, more specifically via New York.  I doubt the letter would have been 
flown the Horseshoe Route, but if  it were, it would have reached the United States via the East Coast.  Certain-
ly the cover was opened by the USA censors after December 1941, and not on its original journey to and from 
France.  The "EXAMINED BY 5364" sealing tape is indicative of  New York, but could only have been used 
after the U.S. entered the war in December 1941. 
If  I read the illustration correctly, the green New Caledonia censorship re–sealing tape is on top of  that used in 
Australia, so had to be applied at a time subsequent to transit of  Australia, i.e. Probably on arrival back in 
Noumea for a second time. 
All in all, a most interesting cover that has provided hours of  entertainment in trying to work out what may 
have happened.  No doubt our more expert members will be able to offer a simpler more rational explanation 
for the routing of  Jean–Daniel's cover.  And finally, what is the significance of  the red ink "Voie Panair" en-
dorsement?  Did it actually get directed towards Brazil? 

Richard Saundry. 

2. From Richard Beith. 
The Examiner is from the US. Examiner 5364 was based in New York. 

Richard Beith 
3. From Barbara Priddy. 

I was much interested in Jean–Daniel Ayache's fascinating cover from Noumea to Paris and back in 
July 1940.  I can answer the question 'where was the German censor tape applied?' but the answer only 
raises another question.  This tape and Wehrmacht marks were applied by the German censorship 
commission in Paris, as evidenced by the little 'x' marks either side of  'Geprűft' (C Deloste, Histoire 
postale et militaire de la deuxième guerre mondiale 1939 – 1945, published by the author 1969).  Fur-
ther evidence that the cover reached Paris is given by the readdressing from the 32nd to the 11th ar-
rondissement, so the question now is how did it manage to get through? 
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Barbara Priddy  
 

A509: The Extrs 1½d. 

I went back to the original question, and note it referred to The Canadian Aerophilatelist, but gave a page 
reference in the March 2000 issue. The page which reproduced The Daily Telegraph clipping was actually 
#11 in the June 2000 issue. 
I note the full paragraph which gives the 1s 4½d rate stated: 

At present, in addition to the usual 1½d, each letter must bear a surcharge of 1s 3d, and, in 
addition to the 1d rate for postcards, 6d extra.  

It seems to me that the issue is probably more complex than The Daily Telegraph making a mistake. – Back 
in 1939, probably “half ” the countries and Post Offices charged air mail fees in addition to regular 
postage rates, and “half ” quoted all–inclusive rates covering the surface and air transit. It seems possible 
to me that either the Post Office announcement was unclear, or the Post Office changed its mind after 
making an initial announcement. 
What surprises me in all this, is that given the initial announcement in The Daily Telegraph, one doesn’t see 
more covers with the 1s 4½d franking! 
However, it was also reported in the June 2000 journal the aircraft making the inaugural flight had been 

changed from Cabot to Caribou. – I’m very surprised that although I’ve seen many First Flight Covers en-
dorsed “Via Caribou”, I’ve never seen a FFC endorsed “Via Cabot”, and I’ve been looking out for one since 
publishing that article 15 years ago! 

Chris Hargreaves 

And now an Extra ½d 

  

After reading the response to Q 509 which I found interesting and correct, I noticed at Stampex and pur-
chased the cover illustrated franked at just 1/3½d, an additional ½d, not 1½d as in the answer given 
Vol58 No230 P7. In 1939 the Inland Printed Paper rate was ½d, Inland letter rate 1½d thus the envelope 
shown assumed the lower rate as it had no enclosure. Of  cause there is the other explanation that the 
sender had run out of  1d stamps and used a 1½d stamp instead and over paid ½d. 
The cover is also cancelled by the Bangor Crewe T.P.O. which would also tend to indicate a deliberately 
posted item, which gives yet another alternative answer of  ½d Late Fee. 

Peter Lister 

A515: An unassuming Argentine airmail cover dated BUENOS AERIES 25 AGO 39 /13 to Poland 

I passed a copy of  the cover to Jan Korzeniowski, the Chair of  the Society for Polish Philately in GB. (I am a 
member). He showed the copy at a recent meeting of  the Society in London The consensus was Warsaw to Wilno 
by rail. 
I asked about the authenticity of  the Wilno cds, but no comment made. Every little helps! 

Richard Beith 

❆❆❆❆❆❆❆❆❆❆	  
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The Quarterly Cover 

A September 1942 air mail cover from Kilindini, Kenya, to New York, 
with links to undercover operations. 

Richard Beith FRPSL 

Kilindini is a large natural deep–water inlet inland from Mombasa. It is the only international port in Kenya. From 
early 1942 it was the temporary base of  the British Eastern Fleet until the Japanese threat to Ceylon had abated. 
In addition, Sinclair McKay noted that it hosted an important outstation of  the Bletchley Park code–breakers, lo-
cated in the Alidina Visram School, recording and cracking coded Japanese communications.1 

The cover, franked at 4 shillings & 40 cents, bears the inscription ‘Via Congo & Clipper’, but the only transit 
mark is from Lagos (12 SE 42), with none from the Belgian Congo. The cover appears to be underfranked. Bill 
Colley recorded a rate of  5 shillings and 75 cents per half  ounce to the USA from 20 March 1942, reducing to 4 
shillings and 70 cents per half  ounce for ‘USA via Lagos’ in 1943.2 

The envelope has been opened by the local Kenyan censor using an OPENED BY EXAMINER/ N seal, 
type VIIa, with a handstamped ‘365’. John Little listed Examiner 365 as active between at least 8 June and 2 No-
vember 1942. Nigerian censorship added their type IVA handstamp, CENSOR in a half  circle, in transit.3 

The sender’s address is given as ℅  Barclays Bank, Mombasa, with an ornate circular cachet on the reverse 
showing an anchor and the inscription S.Y. SAMOTHRACE, N.Y.Y.C..  In this case S.Y. = Steam Yacht, and 
N.Y.Y.C = New York Yacht Club. Turning to the internet it seems that the Samothrace was owned by Lietuenant 
George McFadden of  the United States Naval Reserve who was then serving with the OSS, the US Office of  
Strategic Services, the precursor of  the CIA. Apparently the yacht was on its way to be used for clandestine activi-
ties in the Mediterranean but was later considered too conspicuous and was returned to its owner in Alexandria.4 

  

1. McKay S., ‘The Secret Listeners’ (London, Aurum Press, 2012), pp.163–4, 281–2. 
2. Colley W., ‘The Airmails of  East Africa to 1952, second edition’, (East Africa Study Circle, 2009) 
3. Little J., ‘British Empire Civil Censorship Devices World War II: Colonies and Occupied Territories in 

Africa’, (Civil Censorship Study Group, 2000). 
4. oss@osssociety.org 
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Primary Source 

Crash of the City of Khartoum 
As reported in the Swindon Evening Advertiser, Wednesday 1st January 1936 

 

THE liner had left Mirabelle. Crete. and 
had wirelessed that she was winding in the 

aerial preparing to land at Alexandria at 
5.20 G.M.T. A landing party was got ready 
there at 5.35, but no more messages came 
through, and it was decided to send out a 
destroyer and another Imperial Airways 
liner in an effort to locate the missing 

plane. A Reuter message from Cairo states 
that the wreckage has now been located 

four miles south–west of  Alexandria. 
The names and addresses of  the crew are given as: 
Wireless Operator H. J. A. Baker, single; mother lives 

at Bankside, Deepdene–drive, Dorking. 
Steward H. C. Richardson, single; Queensland–road, 

Boscombe, Bournemouth. 
Flight Engineer W. J. Amor, single; mother lives at 

Mill–lane, West Hampstead, N.W. 
The pilot lives at Alexandria. 

LIST OF CREW AND PASSENGERS. 

Imperial Airways issue the following list of  passengers 
with " all reserve" 
Captain R Nason (sic)(British). Mr. A. J. Buckman (British). 
Mr. C. Luke (American).        Mr. W. G. Wellsteed (British). 
Miss Eckford (British).        Mrs. A. F. Horseman (British). 
Mr. A. L. Garrett (British).            Mr. Rastall (British), and 
Mr. Tartaglione (Italian). 

Captain V. G. Wilson. the rescued pilot, had an exciting 
experience last January when he was piloting the Imperial 
Airways liner Athena. 

After being delayed by a storm over the Timor Sea he 
made a forced landing in a swamp The liner was supplied 
with oil by a rescue ‘plane and reached Darwin in safety. 

A friend of  Captan Wilson at Croydon airport said to 
a reporter: “I have known Capt. Wilson for many years 
and was a colleague of  his on the Eastern service. 

“He is married, and, I believe. has been in Alexandra 
for some years. 

"A very capable pilot. he is quiet in disposition and well 
liked in the flying service.” 

Mr. Wilson, who is 33. is a native of  Stockport. He was 
apprenticed to Messrs. A. V. Roe and Co., Ltd., and served 
in the R.A.F. marine aircraft at home and in Iraq, and as 
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instructor from 1919 until 1930, since when he has been a 
pilot with Imperial Airways. He holds a navigator's (2nd 
class) licence. 
BROTHER'S PREVIOUS ESCAPE. 

Amor, engineer on the City of  Khartoum, joined Im-
perial Airways recently. He was formerly an engineer with 
the Iraq Petroleum Company He had been out of  Eng-
land for some years. and has made his home in Alexandria. 
Amor's brother, H. C. Amor, also an engineer with Imper-
ial Airways, had a narrow escape from death in 1929 when 
the liner City of  Jerusalem crashed at Jask, Persia. Three 
men were killed. but Amor and the wireless operator, both 
of  whom received burns, climbed out of  the machine. 
The steward, Richards, served with the Army in Egypt 
and later joined Imperial Airways there. 

Baker, the telegraphist had been with Imperial Airways 
for a number of  years, and up to recently had been operat-
ing from Croydon. 

  

❆❆❆❆❆❆❆❆❆❆ 

Clark R, Switzerland – Australia: Last KLM Flight from Naples 
Switzerland – Australia: Last KLM Flight from Naples on 9th June 1940  

Robert Clark 

The two illustrations below show a registered air mail cover from La Chaux–de–Fonds, Switzerland to Perth, Aus-
tralia that was postmarked in Switzerland on 27th May 1940, but which did not arrive in Perth until 27th June and 
therefore took more than twice as long as would be expected. The cover is franked with 3F 40c. The air mail sur-
charge to Australia was 70c for 5 grams and so the franking is 4 x 70c  (= 2F 80c) air mail surcharge for more than 
15grams + 30c surface for up to 20grams + 30c registration fee1. As it has a series of  transit marks, its rather 
complex journey can be worked out. 

  

An unidentified and undated newspaper clipping relat-
ing to the City of Khartoum.
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Swiss overseas air mail was first sent to Chiasso and that is shown in manuscript on the front of  the cover. Air 
mail to Australia was sent from Chiasso to Italy from where it could connect either with the flights by BOAC fly-
ing boats from Brindisi to Sydney or with the flights by KLM from Naples to Batavia in the Dutch East Indies 
followed by the connecting KNILM service from Batavia to Sydney. 

Once Italy entered WW2 on 10th June 1940, all allied air mail through the Mediterranean was suspended, but 
as Italy’s entry into the war was expected and there were problems due to the invasion of  France, airlines such as 
BOAC and KLM made last minute changes to their schedules in May and early June. As these changes were not 
always known to the Swiss and Italian postal authorities in advance, mail could be delayed due to it being sent to 
the wrong intermediate destination. This cover demonstrates changes in the BOAC and KLM services that oc-
curred at this time. 

Switzerland to Italy 
To connect with the BOAC flying boat service that was scheduled to leave Brindisi each Friday and Monday, 

mail was sent there by train leaving Chiasso at 18.53 hours each Wednesday and Saturday evening1.  
To connect with the KLM DC3 service that was scheduled to leave Naples each Tuesday, mail left Chiasso at 

11.16 hours each Monday and was sent by  train to Bellinzona and then by car to Locarno airport from where it 
was flown on the Swissair DC2 service to Rome1,2, leaving at 14.40 hours and arriving at 17.10 hours. The KLM 
service had been twice a week leaving Naples on Tuesday and Friday, but had been reduced to once a week with 
the last Friday service being on 10th May3. That did not affect air mail for Australia as it had only been accepted 
for the Tuesday KLM service which connected with the weekly KNILM Batavia – Sydney service. 

The cover is postmarked in La Chaux–de–Fonds on Monday 27th May at 17.00 hours and was first sent to 
Chiasso and from there by train on the evening of  Wednesday 29th May to Brindisi to connect with the BOAC 
service. It has a Brindisi transit mark on Friday 31st May.  

Brindisi 
BOAC service SE 251 left Poole on the 30th May and was overnight in Marseilles on 30th – 31st May. It then 

flew from Marseilles to Athens via Lake Bracciano (Rome) and Brindisi on 31st May4, but, although the cover was 
in Brindisi on that date, for some reason it was not sent on SE 251 as it has a Napoli transit mark on 2nd June.  

In the May 1940 Communications postales avec l’étranger (CPAL)1, there is a remark in the BOAC timetable to the 
effect that, as the flights were very irregular, the mail could be sent to Naples to connect instead with the  KLM 
service. That explains why the cover did not remain in Brindisi to connect with service SE 252 that was scheduled 
to arrive there on 3rd June. There were changes in BOAC schedules in early June with Marseilles being replaced by 
Ajaccio (Corsica) as a night stop from 2nd June and SE 252 did not arrive in Brindisi until 4th June4. As there was 
uncertainty about the routing of  BOAC services, the postal authorities clearly thought it preferable to send the 
cover to Naples to be flown by the KLM service. 

If  it had been flown on SE 251, the cover would have arrived in Darwin, Australia on 8th June while if  it had 
remained in Brindisi and flown on SE 252, it would have arrived in Darwin on 13th June. 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Naples  
So the cover was sent by train from Brindisi to Naples to connect with the next KLM flight to Batavia which 

was scheduled to leave Naples on Tuesday 4th June. (The western terminus of  the KLM service to the Dutch East 
Indies had been moved from Amsterdam to Naples in September 1939 after the start of  WW2.)  

The next KLM flight from the Dutch East Indies arrived in Naples on Sunday 2nd June and would normally 
have waited until Tuesday before returning. However, no doubt due to nervousness about the Italian situation, the 
return KLM service to Batavia left on the same day that it had arrived, i.e. two days early3. Given the date that it 
reached Australia, it appears that although the cover was in Naples by 2nd June, it was not sent on that KLM ser-
vice. Perhaps due to the unexpected early departure of  the KLM service, the postal authorities were not able to 
process all the mail. 

The next KLM flight from the Dutch East Indies arrived in Naples on Sunday 9th June and once again the 
return service from Naples left later that day3. That was important because if  it had waited there overnight, the 
aircraft would have been impounded when Italy entered the war on the 10th.  This was the last KLM service from 
Naples and when KLM services to the Dutch East Indies were resumed on 30th July 1940, the western terminus 
was Lydda in Palestine3. (Lydda Airport is now Tel Aviv Ben Gurion International Airport.) 

The cover was therefore likely flown from Naples on the last KLM service on 9th June which arrived in 
Batavia on 17th June having taken eight rather than the usual five days3. 

Singapore 
At this time, KLM mail from the Dutch East Indies to Europe was offloaded in Singapore so that it could be 

dealt with by the censors. It was then put back on the following service, but that of  course increased transit time 
by one week. I have not seen any report that this happened with KLM mail in the reverse direction, but if  that did 
happen, a possible scenario is that the cover was, after all, flown on the 2nd June service from Naples and then 
offloaded in Singapore before continuing to Batavia on the service that had left Naples on 9th June. There are 
however no Singapore censor marks and so I think that this scenario is unlikely. 

According to The Straits Times on 17th June5, the last KLM and BOAC services from Europe arrived within 2½ 
hours of  each other in Singapore in the afternoon of  16th June. The BOAC service was SE 254 which left Poole 
on 9th June and had taken a new route to avoid Italy. On 10th June, it had flown from Ajaccio (Corsica) to Corfu 
via Bizerta (Tunisia) and Malta4. 

Batavia 
The KLM service from Naples was scheduled to arrive in Batavia on 16th June, but even though it had left 

Naples two days early, the flight arrived one day late on 17th June and so did not connect with the weekly KNILM 
service from Batavia to Sydney  which had left on 16th June3. On arrival in Batavia, the cover was opened by the 
censors and sealed with a “Door Censuur Geopend” censor label. It was then sent on the next KNILM service to 
Australia which left Batavia on 23rd June3.  

Darwin – Perth 
The cover would have been off–loaded from the KNILM service in Darwin on 24th June which is confirmed 

by its Darwin transit mark of  25th June. It would then be flown from Darwin to Perth by the twice weekly Mac-
Robertson–Miller Aviation service on Wednesday 26th  – Thursday 27th June6 and it has a Perth arrival datestamp 
on 27th June. It was opened by the censors in Perth and sealed with the 5 dot (Perth) censor label.  

Comments on, or corrections to, the above are very welcome. 
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❆❆❆❆❆❆❆❆❆❆	  

Iredale Dr S, ‘Hastening the Mails’ 
‘Hastening the Mail’ 

Some American Airmail Collection Innovations in the 1920–30s. 

Dr Simon Iredale 

While one would have thought the postal service’s use of  the aircraft would have sped up deliveries to everyone’s satisfac-
tion, there still seems to have been an urgent desire to make things even faster. We see mail being dropped by parachute, cat-

apulted from the decks of  ships and shot 
into the blue inside rockets. In this short 
article I would like to share three covers 
that mark different ways of  ‘hastening the 
mail’. 
The earliest in time of  the three, marks 
the first experimental ‘Airplane–Motorcy-
cle Courier Service’ in conjunction with 
the internal mail flight CAM 11. The ca-
chet shows a motorcycle and side car ap-
parently speeding perilously across the 
path of  an approaching biplane. The list 
of  towns beneath may be collecting 
points which then converged on the 
aerodrome for despatch. The point of  
departure was Westfield Mass on 15th 

March 1928 at 4 pm. 

Overleaf  we track the journey via Kansas 
City (16th March) to the destination, Dal-
las, Texas where it arrived on the 17th in 
the morning. A distance of  roughly 1700 
miles in a day and a half  – I wish my let-
ters arrived that quickly! The attractive 
engraving of  the Westfield factory leads 
us to suspect that the motorcycle courier 
service was not entirely free of  commer-
cial motives. Springfield is still the home 
of  the famous Indian motorcycle. 

We take to the waves for the next cover, 
dated three years later (1931) which marks 
the first Ship to Shore Air Mail Transfer. 
The respective vessels were a passenger 
ship, the SS City of  Los Angeles and the 
Goodyear airship ‘Volunteer’2. Trying to 
work out the sequence of  events, I would 
imagine the letter (from a sender in Chica-
go) was carried by the airship to the City of  
Los Angeles at sea near Honolulu which 
then transported the letter with other out-
ward mail to the European (in this case 
British) destination. The Volunteer no 
doubt with a great packet of  mail for 
America, when winched aboard, complet-

ed its return journey to San Francisco. 
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Figure II

Figure III
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Doubtless, the use of  the airship gave a time advantage to both directions of  mail.  

The cover’s reverse is almost taken up by a 
large light green cachet commemorating 
the event and the clue that the San Pedro 
Chamber of  Commerce had sponsored 
the flight. I do not know whether this 
flight to a ship was repeated, perhaps a 
reader may know. Given light winds it 
must have been a reasonably straight for-
ward thing to lower mail to a ship’s deck 
and retrieve other mail, since both could 
stay as stationary as they were able. Air-
craft, however, do not have the airship’s 
hovering ability, so our final cover tackles 
the problem of  picking mail up at speed. 

An American dentist, Lytle S Adams3 
(1883–1970) was concerned that the new 
Airmail routes often did not easily serve 
those living in more remote communities 
without convenient runways. He therefore 
developed a method of  the aircraft 
snatching up the mail with a hook let 
down from the fuselage from a line 
stretched between two posts. There’s a 
great piece of  early footage of  this hap-
pening on YouTube4. Mail for the com-
munity was trailed out and dropped from 
a cable before the collecting hook was 
deployed. My cover indicates the first 
‘official’ rather than experimental run 
using this method from Youngstown, 
Ohio – however, the two stamps are 
Beaver Falls, PA and New York, NY. 

The letter is addressed to Ohio so evi-
dently came from New York which 
makes the cachet a bit puzzling. What 
deepens the conundrum is the one line 
hand stamp ‘Missent’ on front and back – 
who made the mistake? A further curiosi-
ty is the Beaver Falls cancel on the reverse 
which they have managed to do backwards! 
As a new member of  the Society, I look 
forward to meeting other members and 
learning more about this absorbing phi-
latelic specialism. 

Notes 

1. The Contract Air Mail (CAM) routes 
were inaugurated after the First World War, eventually including foreign destinations (Foreign Air Mail, FAM). 
2. For those who are interested, the Volunteer NC–8A first flew on 27th April 1929, was 128 ft. long and powered by two 
82hp engines. 
3. The Adams system became very well established. Adams himself  turned into a kind of  Hollywood mad scien-
tist. During WWII he suggested dropping live bats equipped with incendiaries over Japan. The idea was they 
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Figure IV

Figure V

Figure VI The whole reverse of the cover appears like this. 
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would take refuge in people’s houses and then blow up. The plan was abandoned when an accidental bat explosion 
destroyed the General’s car. 
4. Enter ‘All American Aviation and Air Mail Pick–up System’ for clip. 

❆❆❆❆❆❆❆❆❆❆ 

Four (Now Six!) covers a Career 

In the May 2014 issue of  Air Mail News I published a short article on the life of  Brayton L Meyer. In that article I briefly 
described his early career in China with the Standard Vacuum Oil Company of  New York, including his internment by the 
Japanese in the Shanghai War Prisoners Camp Kiawgwan Sha, followed by his repatriation to the United States aboard the 
Swedish liner MS Gripsholm in the fourth quarter of  1943, and his subsequent return to Shanghai in early 1947. 

  

A few weeks ago, whilst browsing through the stock of  Jim Forte (http://www.postalhistory.com/index.htm) I occa-
sioned upon two further covers written by B L Meyer and addressed to his wife in the States. He gives his address as APO 
879, the Army Post Office located at the date these covers were posted in Chungking, China, and therefore apparently 
serving with the Headquarters staff  of  the US forces in the China Theatre. Note the date of  the upper cover is but four 
days after the formal surrender of  the Japanese in Tokyo, and three weeks after VJ Day, 15th August 1945. The second 
cover is date stamped five days later, 11th September. Meyer must have been on the HQ staff, given his use of  the conces-
sionary postage rate of  6¢. 

There is no doubt Meyer was a senior executive in the Standard Vacuum Oil Company of  New York for by 1949 he 
was the General Manager of  the China Division , but what was it that caught the attention of  the US Government resulting 
in his time in Chungking? Can any of  our colleagues in North America enlighten me.  

John C Symons 

❆❆❆❆❆❆❆❆❆❆ 
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van Beveren, Further notes on the Do–X, Part 1 
Further notes on the Do–X North & South Atlantic airmail 

Part 1 

Julian van Beveren 

Introduction 

May I submit the following as an adjunct to Nicholas Arrow's most interesting piece in AMN for which I too have had a 
soft spot for this first magnificent "Jumbo" Ah yes! Those troublesome school fees, in my case, times three, and can sym-
pathise immediately with that dilemma! I hope that the attached too might add some, verisimilitudo, to the subject if  not just a 
little controversus. The first sections shows some more DO–X covers a few of  which Nicholas made reference to and in or-
der that reader here might also have as a reference to them, with the second part dealing with the often mulled over ques-
tion as to who was at the helm and when on this around and across the South and North Atlantic historic flight.  

I have taken the bulk of  the Do–X covers from part of  an exhibit displayed many years ago now by Frans van Beveren 
entitled, Speeding up the North Atlantic Mail and similarly Speeding up the South Atlantic Mail and in which the experiment that 
D.L.H.'s DO–X played an early part in, albeit unsuccessful role, in paving the way across such wide expanses of  ocean to 
both North and South Americas on a permanent basis. However, one should remember that at this early date no other air-
line had attempted such a feat or indeed were technically able to do so. Further examples of  Do–X covers are also shown in 
his book, written mainly in Dutch but reasonably easy to follow with a minimum of  effort, which he entitled,  " De 
Ontwikkeling van de Trans–Atlantic Luchtpostverbindingen ",  (The Development of  the Trans–Atlantic Airmail 
Connections), now sadly long out of  print, though second hand copies appear occasionally from time to time on dealers 
bookshelves or at auction. 

The “Südfunk” flight 17th November 1929 

While hopefully not reiterating or labouring what Nicholas so eminently described and listed for us in his enjoyable article, 
the first cover shown is a postcard from the "Südfunk"  flight on the 17th November 1929 around Lake Constance, which 
was alluded to, (Fig.1), and cancelled at GAISSAU 17.XI.29 *b* on the 10g Austrian ochre Plains stamp, the Südfunk an Bord 
Do X cancelled on the day of  the flight on 17.XI,29 13–14, together with the double ringed red cancel, annoyingly only the 
bottom half  of  the flying boat is shown in the middle of  the inner circle and similar text of  Südfunk an Bord Do X, of  the 
Gaissau dropping. Incidentally, the Südfunk cancels refer to marking the inauguration of  the new and advanced installation 
of  radio direction finding technical equipment installed on the Do–X, although agreed, a literal translation into English 
leaves one pondering. 

  

The South and North Atlantic Oceans round trip of the Do–X  
from November 1930 to July 1931. 

As a starting point I show a copy of  the sheet introducing this Jumbo that simply summarises the background as it 
were in 1931. (Fig 2). The two authentic postcards, “Mug Shots" of  this giant shows her face on riding at anchor at her 

Figure 1.
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home at Altenrhein, which the text on the back says flew with some 169 persons on–board, together with the following 
dimensions and data; Max. weight 55 tons, wingspan 48 meters, height 10 meters, length 40 meters. 12 Curtiss engines pro-
ducing 7200 horse power, cruising speed 200 km/h, efficient cruising height over water, (riding on the cushion of  air 
termed as the ground effect) at only some 5/10 meters. It also was manned with a crew of  13 and capable of  taking on 
some 70 passengers over long distance flights. The second photograph shows her settled on the "Ij", Amsterdam, at the 
naval base of  Schellingwoude, flying the Dutch flag as is customary when a ship visits a foreign port, on her visit there at 
the beginning of  her inaugural, if  long winded Atlantic crossings. (Figs. 3) 

  
Carrying on from the giant flying boat's visit to Schellingwoude, shown here is one of  the few postcards 

known, left uncanncelled by Niemann, without the Do–X cachet, having been put into the diplomatic bag and 
given to Niemann personally. Marked up with the superscription "MIT FLUGBOOT DO X BIS LISSABON" 
and addressed to (His Excellency), Consulado Geral dos Paizes Baixos,  Monsieur C.George.The 3 cent Carrier 
Pigeon pre–printed postcard showing a payment of  3 x 75 cent van der Hoop stamps = fl.2.25, being a rather ex-
pensive air fee tariff  to Portugal for a European airmail and is cancelled, –7.XI. 5 N  (17) AMSTERDAM–
CENTRAL STATION 1930, together with, 27.NOV.30 CORREIO–LISBOA 2. SECCAO. (Fig.4). 

Figure 2.
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Figure 3

Figure 4.
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The second Dutch postcard at Fig.5 shows the first use of  that generally used on board DORNIER FLUG-

SCHIFF's strike for her Atlantic marathon and is cancelled DOX 08 NOV.30 D1929 together with their normally 
red framed hand stamp showing the aircraft spanning the two continents heading towards North America its ori-
ginal intended flight path, with the text ERSTER UBERSEEFLUG EUROPA – AMERIKA DES DORNIER–
FLUGSCHIFF DO X. AMSTERDAM CENTRAL STATION. The Dutch cancellation is for the previous day –
7.XI –2 1930. The fourth cancel is that of  the possibly unique and wrongly dated DORNIER VLIEGBOOT DO 

X D 1929 9 OCTOBER 1930 SCHELLINGWOUDE, a case of  one too many Amstel beers or Geneva's per-
haps? The franking air rates for letters being fl.3.30 and fl.2.20 for postcards. The strike on the MERCURIUS 

stamp, designer Jac.Jongert and engraver H.Seegers printed by Joh. Enschede received the less than perfect cancel-
lation at PUERTO DE LA LUZ (CANARIAS) 2– MAI. 31. Due to some doubt of  the ultimate destination of  

this flight, it led in some cases to the delaying of  acceptance for mails from some other European countries. 

Holland however was the first country to offer, (aerophilatelic), mails with the FIRST FLUGSCHIFF cachets 
on the 8th and 9th of  November accepted at the Haarlem and Amsterdam post offices. Destined for America this 

postcard only got as far as the Canary Islands and have to agree with the point Nicholas Arrow makes, that the 
taking off  of  some of  the mails at Las Palmas "to lighten the load" has no logic to it at all, to the mighty lifting 
capacity of  this huge aircraft. The only caveat being that a calculation would certainly have been made as to the 
Do–X range with all the all up weight with fuel tanks full to the brim and a built in safety margin for the South 

Atlantic crossing. 

Figure 5.
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Staying with the Low Lands is another of  these postal peculiarities with the superscription Per Dornier Vliegtuig 
Do X Vliegboot – Amerika, again with one of  the earliest, "on board", cachets of  the DORNIER FLUGSCHIFF 
DOX 08 NOV 30 D 1929, (Fig. 6a & 6b). Postally showing the correct tariff  with the variety of  airmail stamps 
totalling some fl.3.30 plus the 12½ cents inland letter rate. On turning the cover over we see the usual rhomboid, 
DOX PREMEIRO VOO EUROPA– AMERICA DO SUL ESTADOS UNIDOS –1931, together with the cor-
rect CORREIO AEREO–RIO DE JANEIRO cancellation 22.VI.31. Interestingly, the evidence is clear to see if  
one holds the back of  the cover to a mirror, the blue semi circular ink stained impression left at the bottom of  the 
envelope, received from becoming wet in the Lisbon fire fighting and resulted in it becoming subject to water 
damage. The word "DORNIER" appears, received from the on board DORNIER FLUGSCHIFF strike from 
another dampened envelope next to it in the postbag during this accidental fire on the port wing in Lisbon. It was 
started I understand from a tarpaulin left covering one of  the engines, part of  which inadvertently being left too 
close to a hot manifold/exhaust. 

  
An example of  a dual franking from The Netherlands, (Fig.7), is accompanied by adhesives of  another country, 
which in days of  yore also formed part of  The Netherlands, and with a similar flag, that of  the Grand Duchy of  
Luxembourg, showing three surprinted 30 cent “officiel” stamps of  the equally Grand Duchess Charlotte. Although 
marked up as, Mit DO X     bis Rio de Janeiro, cancelled at LUXEMBOURG 10.1.31 10–11M VILLE and s'GR-
AVENHAGE 12.1.15 (15) 1931 and again via FRIEDRICHSHAFEN 15.1.31.11–12 *(Bodensee)b, The 
DORNIER FLUGSCHIFF strike is dated 30 JAN 31 though it got no further than PUERTO DE LA LUZ 
(CANARIAS) showing a date there of  31 MAR 31, the date at which much of  the thinning out of  the posted 
airmail postcards and letters, particularly for European destinations. Note the flat top to the first numeral three in 
the date line on the cancel as opposed to the three with a curved top further on in the year date thus, “31”, 
between this example and the next one. Due to the delayed flight imposed whilst major repairs were made to the 
port wing covering of  heavily doped linen that had been destroyed in the fire whilst in Lisbon, afforded the op-
portunity for further foreign mails to be sent via the Friedrichshafen postal centre. In fact the Friedrichshafen 
post office made great strides to deal with these incoming “Mitlaufer” airmails on five separate occasions with the 
closing dates of  13th, 21st and 28th of  November 1930, then again on the 15th of  January and lastly on the 23rd 
January 1931, all being despatched by rail to their HAPAG agents Marcus & Harting in Lisbon. 

Figure 7.
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Headed up with the superscription Mit Flugboot DO X  nach Amerika, is the DANZIG * –7.11.30 10–11V * 

LUFTPOST on the post card, this cancellation is followed by the FRIEDRICHSHAFEN date cancel six days later, 
with the on board acceptance of  the DORNIER FLUGSCHIFF being some two and a half  months later for some 
European airmails and the Puerto de la Luz cancel of  2– MAI 31 for its onward journey to France. (Fig.8) 

  
It is worth pointing out again here the two differing numeral “3” used in the pair of  cancellers mentioned by 

Nicholas as used by Niemann with the onboard Dornier Flugschiff  cancel. If  you look at the first numeral three 
in the dual franking from Luxembourg and The Netherlands example, in the date line you will see it has a flat top, 
whereas in the Danzig postcard it has the curved top. See the two differing examples given by Harms showing 
here in figure 8a. This would lead to the conclusion that two separate date cancellers were in use on board the 
Do–X. 

Our enthusiastic Dutch dealer also prepared the Saarbrucken postcard dated –8.11.30 for the same collector it 
seems, in Nancy, France, with the standard on board cancellation of  30 JAN 31 and the Canary Island cancel at 
Puerto de la Luz on the 2– MAY 31 for its onward transmission back to the European continent. (Fig.9a & 9b) 

At (Fig.10), whilst difficult to see, I may assure the reader that the on board cancellation for the TRIESEN-
BERG LIECHTENSTEIN pre–printed postcard is 12.XI.30 bound for New York, and received at Friedrich-
shafen the following day, is that of  most of  the other European mails received on board being 30 JAN. 31. It also 
has the correct arrival date on the other side of  the South Atlantic of  CORREIO AEREO 22.VI. 31 RIO DE 
JANEIRO on the reverse. 

Figure 8. Figure 8a.

Figure 9a. Figure 9b.
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The mixed franking postcard prepared for our French collector in Nancy again prepared by the Dutch dealer 

G.A.G. Thoolen is a little rarity, in that it was originally to be flown to Bermuda had the Do–X taken to the North 
Atlantic as originally proposed and shows the correct airmail postage rate at 4 Reichsmark and cancelled on board 
as per usual on 30 JAN 31, (busy day for Niemann), together with 80 Cvs Portuguese fee for the inland rate and 
interestingly sent early from Lisbon on 23 DEZ 30. However, the reality was that the postcard never reached its 
intended destination, with the 4 R.M. paid being ignored, as it was despatched back to Europe and only got as far 
as Puerto de la Luz as the date cancellation 31. MAR. 31 indicates. (Fig.11) As mentioned due to the Lisbon delay 
through the fire accident, the last mails accepted at Friedrichshafen for the Atlantic flight was on the 23.1.1931 
and sent by train to their HAPAG agents in Lisbon, Marcus & Harting. In total these amounted to some 1303 
letters and 1778 postcards and delivered to Niemann onboard on Thursday 29th January. Additionally Portuguese 
post was delivered direct to the sub–post office on the Do–X. 

  
Interestingly, Niemann now had to telegraph the Reichspostministeriums for clarification of  registered post 

having been received onboard through the Portuguese Postal system which the R.P.M. had specifically excluded 
registered mailings, and recalls writing in his report in April 1932,  “…took delivery of  Portuguese mails after overcoming 

Figure 10.

Figure 11.
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various difficulties,(mainly due to the French airmail monopoly). It should be mentioned here that the Portuguese postal authorities had 
mistakenly accepted registered airmail post. However after an exchange of  telegrams with the R.P.M. in Berlin, the registered mails 
were declared to be invalid and were to be handled as ordinary [unregistered] mail, with which the Portuguese postal authorities 
declared themselves satisfied. On reaching Las Palmas on the Canary Islands I was able to handover the first of  the posts…” See 
the reverse side of  the mistakenly registered Portuguese postcard in the next example on which the registration 
label No.6231 PORTO CENTRAL has been crossed out by Niemann. 

  

  

  

Figure 12.

Figure 13.
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The registered postcard (Fig. 12) with Reg. PORTO CENTRAL on the reverse destined for Funchal, Madera 
shows this Portuguese entire, but on the good advice of  the wise Portuguese Admiral “Gago” Coutenho, (who 
after all had been the first to fly this South Atlantic route from Lisbon to Rio as early as April – June 1922, to-
gether with his fellow Portuguese aviator Artur de Sacadura Farire Cabral), it transpired that with his experience 
he accompanied the Do–X flight to South America as a guest of  D.L.H. This signified a second withdrawal from 
a regular North Atlantic airmail service attempt, became the reality for D.L.H. The Admiral had advised that in 
the North Atlantic the head winds to the North American coast at this time of  the year were such that there could 
be no guarantee of  the flying boat reaching landfall over such a huge expanse of  ocean. The entire comprises of  
20$E air rate, 40 Cvs. registration together with the 25 Cvs. national rate. Flown only as far as the Canaries, Puerto 
de la Luz, 2– FE 31, and back to Lisbon surface, LISBOA CENTRAL –7–2–31–1a EXP 2A SECCAO, where on 
receipt on board the registration label after advice had been crossed through by Niemann, was sent onward by 
ship to Madeira. (Fig.12a & 12b) Usual onboard Do X cancellations to the front. And so it was here in Lisbon that 
the flight plan changed to cross over the South Atlantic Ocean to the South American continent. The eventful 
flight path now pointed South West on the 1st February instead of  North West. 

At Figure 13 is a commercial cover sent to Montreal cancelling the three x 10$E LISBOA 28.JAN. 31 together 
with the on board cancel two days later for this long awaited letter to the Sun Life Assurance Co. On the reverse 
the usual rhomboid handstamp together with the correct cancel CORREIO AEREO 22 VI 31 RIO DE 
JANEIRO. Note the flat top to the numeral three in the on board date cancel in this example to Canada. 

❆❆❆❆❆❆❆❆❆❆ 

  

Urgently Needed 

Immediate:  1. A Secretary to fill the         
  current vacancy.                                  

  2. A London and Home                                   
  Counties Organiser to fill                                  
  the current vacancy.                                  

Upcoming:  An Editor to replace the         
  current incumbent – No                                  
  later than June 2016                                  

Please ‘sUPPORT YOUR SOCIETY’
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Trower W, It Occurred to Me 

It Occurred To Me 

Bill Trower 

During a recent display to the Cheshunt Philatelic Society of  my Mayo Composite (Figure 1) British newspapers and 
their banner boards, carried on the first flight of  Mercury from United Kingdom to New York; plus respective 
ephemera, it occurred to me that an anecdote I frequently use, had only been spoken about, not written down and 
thus recorded, for the use of  future researchers. 
The anecdote was; how I had come into the possession of  these newspapers. 

  
It was at the annual BAMS dinner of  1980. During the pre–dinner socialising, our then patron, Francis J. 

Field, asked me what I was currently collecting.  He already knew of  my fascination for flying boat mail, and I 
replied that I was looking for a cover, carried aboard Mercury on its inaugural flight across the Atlantic to New 
York. 

He shook his head, stating: “You won't find one; there was only a handful flown, and these were addressed to 
the dignitaries of  the countries being visited”. (President of  Eire, Eamon de Valera; Mayor of  New York City, 
Fiorello H La Guardia; Governor of  New York State, Herbert H. Lehman; and possibly President of  the United 
States; Franklin D. Roosevelt). He went on to say “Newspapers, I organised them you know;. Somewhere back in 
the office, I must still have a few, I'll look them out”. This he did and I purchased them in 1981. 

Needless to say, my search for such an elusive cover still continues. 
I am aware that a cover, bearing the correct departure date, addressed to 
New York, (but not to any “Offi- cial”), that has a New York back 
stamp of  the correct date, exists here in UK, but I have yet to see it.  
So my aim is to “rattle the cage”, and see what drops out. 

I can justifiably surmise that: – 
• Francis, being the astute aerophilatelic business man he was, if  the intention was to carry commercial 

mail he would almost certainly have arranged special covers for the event. The carbon copy of  his letter 
to customers (a copy of  which is in my possession) mentions the availability of  the newspapers for sale. 

• If  a bag of  commercial mail had been inadvertently placed aboard, where are the rest? 
• The Mercury manifest which is on record, lists only newspapers and newsreels, no mail. 

If  there are any comments or information, please send them via our Editor. 

References:  
Trower B, ”Hullo America – We're the Folks Next Door”, Air Mail News, June 1988 Vol.31 Issue No. 137 

Figure 1. The Short Bros Mayo Composite. The upper component was the S20 Mercury, and the lower the S21 
Maia.
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The Newspapers carried by Mercury. 
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LONDON DAILY HERALD 
WEDNESDAY 20 JULY 1938

DAILY HERALD. WEDNESDAY 20 JULY 1938

DAILY TELEGRAPH & MORNING POST, WEDNESDAY, JULY 20 1938

DAILY MIRROR. WEDNESDAY 20 JULY 1938
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Crewe D, A newspaper flown by the Short S.20 long-range composite 
A newspaper flown by the Short S.20 long-range composite 

MercuryMercury  

Duncan Crewe  

First published in the Imperial Airways Gazette, Journal of the Imperial Airways Study Group, 
by permission of the Editor, Peter Wingent. A fitting footnote to the above. 

MERCURY G–ADHJ & MAIA G–ADHK 

  

Having received its certificate of  airworthiness in June 1938, Mercury was designed to launch in mid-air from a modi-
fied Empire flying boat Maia The aircraft made its first mail carrying flight on 20th July 1938, when it successfully 
launched from Maia over Foynes and piloted by Captain D Bennett, flew non–stop to Montreal. After refuelling it 
continued to New York where it arrived at 21:08hrs British Summer Time on 21st July. Apart from official greetings 
to dignitaries and one letter accompanying the newspaper freight, no mail was carried. The total freight load was 
about half  a ton. Most of  it was made up of  special editions of  British newspapers. The Daily Mail, Daily Sketch, Daily 
Herald. Financial News and Daily Mirror all produced special editions while the News Chronicle printed a greeting to 
American readers in the late news column. The copy shown on the next sheet was re–posted on arrival in New York 
which resulted in the 21st July postmark being applied, proving that this example was flown. 
A copy of  the Late Column message is shown below. 
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Copy of  the News Chronicle carried on the 20th July 1938 flight to New York 

   

❆❆❆❆❆❆❆❆❆❆ 
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Wilson J, Trading with the Enemy 

Trading with the Enemy 

John Wilson 

This article first appeared in Air Post Journal, the journal of the American Air Mail Society, 
and is reproduced here by kind permission of the Editor, Vickie Canfield-Peters. 

Here is a cover sent from Switzerland to the United States in July 1941 by Pan American Airways via Lisbon 
and Horta. So what? Well, as you can see, it was intercepted in Bermuda by British censors and after examination 
by Censor 5472 was sent back to London for further examination. UK Examiner 8053 condemned it and it was 
held in UK until the end of  the war, being returned to the United States in 1946. 

 å 

  
Now as a Brit, I know all about the objections of  the United States and Pan American Airways to the trans-

Atlantic mail censorship at Bermuda, but let’s investigate this cover a little further. Note that the sender’s business 
name is given as “H. S.-Sch. & Co.” and they are located in Basel. A little digging reveals that this is the acronym 
for a Swiss bank called “Hans Seligman-Schürch & Company” and further digging shows that, at least during 
WW2, they had a somewhat shady reputation. A memorandum from the US Legation in Bern1 dated 28th Octo-
ber 1942 addressed to the Secretary of  State in Washington is headed: 
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Ransom Procedure as now practiced by the German Government: 
 and contains the following: 

My British colleague has brought to my attention an astonishing communication which the British Consulate 
General at Basel has received under date of October 14. 1942, from Messrs. Hans Seligman-Schürch and Com-
pany, bankers at Basel. This company is listed in the Proclaimed List. 

The letter states that a gentleman has arrived in Switzerland from Holland who has proposed, with German 
approval, that 250 Jews now in Holland be permitted to leave Holland for overseas destinations against a payment 
of 5,000,000 Swiss Francs. The contract must be assured by a Swiss bank and payment is due when the 250 
hostages involved have reported to the Swiss Consulate in Lisbon. One of the provisions of the proposal is that the 
5,000,000 Swiss Francs shall remain on deposit in Switzerland until the end of the war. 

The letter goes on to suggest that, for practical purposes, it is clear that such sums of money can only be ob-
tained from relatives of the emigrants who, for the most part, reside in the United States. The writer admits that it is 
now a practical impossibility to transfer money from the United States for such purposes and therefore proposes a 
means whereby the American control might be circumvented. He suggests that the sum in question be deposited to 
the bank’s account either in the United States or in England, and that an equivalent of the amount in pounds at a 
rate of $4.40 to one pound sterling could be credited in England. 

The letter naively, or stupidly, suggests that since transfer to the Germans is not required until the end of the 
war, it is certain that the original donors would be able to recover the money deposited by them. 

Needless to say, my British colleague has ignored this proposal as “preposterous” and has filed the letter only 
for information purposes… 

Not that was the first time that Seligman-Schürch had been spotted; in the Palestine Gazette for the 
16th October 1941 we find the following announcement: 

  

And you thought that the Swiss were neutral? The more I learn through the study of  postal history, the more 
cynical I become. This is rather like the quote from The Godfather – “Nothing personal; just business” which is fine 
so long as you are not someone needing to escape from the Nazis and placing your trust in a “neutral” country. 
I’m rather proud of  the British censors in Bermuda, and so should you be. 

References: 
1. United States National Archive, Civilian Agency Records, Records of  the Economic Section of  the US Lega-

tion, Bern 1942-48, Entry 3220.
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BAMS 

Subscription Renewal Notice 

The council wishes to thank you for your support during the past 
year and to take the opportunity of reminding you that your sub-

scriptions will fall due on 1st January 2016. 
The rates for Printed Copy are £30 for U.K, £35 or 50 euro in notes 
for EC and £40 or US$65 in bills rest of the world. Members taking 

the CD version of Air Mail News are charged at half the above 
rates. 

The council would also like to thank those of you that have made a 
donation to the funds during the last year. 

Please make your cheques payable to BAMS in £s sterling,  
To enable us to maintain our service and keep our cost to a mini-
mum could you please forward your remittance as early as possi-

ble with a copy of this form to the membership secretary. 

Mr Peter Lister FRPSL 
97 Albany Park Avenue 

Enfield Highway 
EN3 5NX 

UK 

Name  ……………………………………………. 
E mail address …………………………………… 
Telephone …………………………………...…… 
Collecting Interest ……………………………….. 
Subscription ……………………………………… 
Donation ………………………………………….






